
PRESENTS on SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2016, in PATERSON, NJ:

GREAT FALLS SYMPOSIUM
on the Industrial Archeology of the New York – New Jersey Area

 9:00 REGISTRATION, COFFEE AND REFRESHMENTS

 10:00 WELCOME – John “Sandy” Needham, President, Roebling Chapter, SIA

 10:15 ROGERS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS ERECTING SHOP: SITE DEVELOPMENT,
   SALVAGE ARCHAEOLOGY AND REHABILITATION
        Patrick Harshbarger, Vice-President, Hunter Research 

 10:45 GOLD AND GLASS IN ROMANIAN INDUSTRY
        Sandy Needham, President, RCSIA

 11:15 DEATH OF THE HUBER BREAKER: THE LOSS OF AN ANTHRACITE ICON    
        Bode Morin, Ph.D. Eckley Miner’s Village, PA Historical Museum Commission

 11:45 LUNCH and vendors’ tables 

 1:00 FILMS
        Working Places, 1974, 20 min.
        The Huber Breaker, WVIA TV “Back in the Day” series, 2014, 10 min.
 1:30 MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES  

 2:00 GREAT FALLS NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN   
        Darren Boch, Superintendent, Great Falls National Historical Park 

 2:30 NEXT STEPS FOR THE S.U.M. RACEWAY: INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE AND 
   WATER MANAGEMENT IN PATERSON, NJ
        Gianfranco Archimede, MS, RPA, Vice-President, Roebling Chapter, SIA

 3:00 BREAK refreshments provided

 3:30 WALKING TOURS participants are invited to choose one
        Hinchliffe Stadium & Paterson’s Baseball Legacy
	 	 	 	 guided	by	Brian	LoPinto,	Friends	of	Hinchliffe	Stadium	
        S.U.M. Raceway and Dams
    guided by Gianfranco Archimede, Vice-President, RCSIA

 4:45 RECONVENE AT ROGERS MEETING CENTER   

 5:00 CLOSING REMARKS – John “Sandy” Needham, President 



11:00 DEATH OF THE HUBER BREAKER: 
  THE LOSS OF AN ANTHRACITE ICON
  Bode Morin, Ph.D., Eckley Miners Village
 
The Huber Breaker was one of the last and largest An-
thracite coal breakers in North East Pennsylvania. Built 
in 1939, its function was to wash, break, size, and dis-
tribute coal from several linked collieries. It operated 
until 1976. The Huber was one of the most sophisti-
cated of the hundreds of similar structures constructed 
to process the region’s particular type of hard coal. An 

iconic structure, it did not last to see the Fall of 2014 when the Huber and its support struc-
tures were demolished for their scrap value. While many industrial sites are lost following 
their useful period, many others are saved either as monuments or with a new function all the 
while serving as a physical reminder of the recent history of the region. This paper will ex-
amine the factors that led to the construction, decline, and ultimate demolition of the Huber 
Breaker and explore how losses like this may be better fought in the future.

10:00 ROGER’S LOCOMOTIVE WORKS ERECTING 
 SHOP: SITE DEVELOPMENT, SALVAGE 

 ARCHAEOLOGY AND REHABILITATION

 Patrick Harshbarger, Vice-President, Hunter Research
 
The shop is an outstanding example of mid-19th-cen-
tury industrial architecture designed and planned for 
a specific purpose – housing the final steps in the 
construction of steam locomotives. This involved the 
bringing together of a locomotive’s numerous parts – 

frame, boiler, smoke box, chimney (or stack), valves, cylinder, drive wheels, truck, and even 
the whistle and bell – to assemble the final product. It is noteworthy that the erecting shop’s 
parking lot stands astride a highly significant archaeological site related to the earliest his-
tory of locomotive production in the U.S.  Many will remember that this site was investigated 
by a “salvage archaeology” team led by industrial archaeologist Ed Rutsch in the 1970s. In 
2016, the City of Paterson sponsored a preservation planning study to chart the future of the 
building and address needed repairs. It also offered an opportunity to revisit the building’s 
significant past and a commitment made over 40 years ago to preserve the erecting shop for 
posterity.

10:30 GOLD AND GLASS IN ROMANIAN INDUSTRY

       Sandy Needham, President, RCSIA
 
During the communist era, Romania moved massively 
into “rust belt” industries just as that cycle was coming 
to an end. Now, in a post communist country, a proud 
member of the EU, there is a resurgence of old indus-
tries such as gold mining and glass blowing and blunt 
reminders of the effects of politics on industry and the 
people. 
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1:00 FILMS: WORKING PLACES (1974)
  THE HUBER BREAKER (2014)

Working Places is a federally-funded documentary slide-
film that was sponsored by the Society for Industrial 
Archeology in 1974. Producer John Karol photographed 
old industrial buildings and districts from coast to coast. 
Most of the ones shown in the film were rehabilitated 
with new industrial functions, or as apartments, shop-
ping centers and restaurants. What they said about the 
“adaptive reuse” of industrial buildings may surprise 

you. The Huber Breaker is a short documentary public television piece produced by WVIATV 
giving an historic overview of the Huber Breaker and the eastern PA anthracite coal region. 
About 15 minutes of each film will be shown.

2:00  GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE 
         GREAT FALLS NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
   Darren Boch, Superintendent
 
The Paterson Great Falls National Historical Park re-
leased its General Management Plan/Environmental As-
sessment early this year. Public and agency reviews are 
completed and the plan will guide management of the 
park over the next 20 years. The plan presents different 
ways to reach a common vision of preserving resourc-
es, telling stories, and revitalizing and sustaining the 

park. This presentation will outline the plan and focus on immediate objectives and projects 
that are underway and what changes are in store for 2017.

2:30 NEXT STEPS FOR THE S.U.M. RACEWAY: 
  INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE AND WATER 
  MANAGEMENT IN PATERSON, NJ
     Gianfranco Archimede, Vice-President, RCSIA 

In 2010 Hurricane Irene devastated northern NJ commu-
nities with flooding. The S.U.M. raceway was breached 
and overflowed waters from the Passaic River into the 
historic district, damaging adjacent properties and the 
raceway itself. No water has flowed in the raceway since 
this devastating event, six years ago. Today, with the 

Great Falls National Park’s GMP completed which commits to a complete restoration of the 
raceway system, the City of Paterson is beginning the process of getting the water flowing 
again. Taking into account new public policy mandates regarding water management and the 
recent experience with Irene, Paterson’s relationship with water is again transforming. This 
presentation will give details of how historic interpretation and authentic rehabilitation ob-
jectives for this fundamental cultural resource might also be re-envisioned as a novel water 
management  asset that can assist the city to meet current water mandates.
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* * Tour groups will return to the Rogers Building between 4:30 and 4:45 
Please reconvene inside at your seat for brief closing remarks!  * *

* * PARTICIPANTS ARE INVITED TO CHOOSE ONE OF THE TOURS BELOW * * 

Tour groups will organize at 3:30, RIGHT AFTER the 3:00 coffee break 
Meet OUTSIDE of the Rogers Building, in the driveway near the steps

*you may leave your personal items at your seat in the Rogers Building if you choose*

3:30 WALKING TOUR: HINCHLIFFE STADIUM AND  
 PATERSON’S BASEBALL LEGACY

 Brian LoPinto, President,Friends of Hinchliffe Stadium

This tour will enter Hinchliffe Stadium and explore the 
views and features of the stadium, review its history 
and that of baseball in Paterson, and talk about the ex-
citing construction project planned for next year. The 
tour was offered in January during the RCSIA annual 
meeting, but it was snow covered and cold, and only a 
few members participated. Brian LoPinto is the leading 

expert on the stadium and Paterson’s baseball history. He has been the main public advocate 
of the stadium’s preservation for over a decade personally and as co-founder of the Friends 
of Hinchliffe Stadium, a non-profit group dedicated to its rehabilitation. 

3:30 WALKING TOUR: S.U.M. RACEWAY & DAMS
 Gianfranco Archimede, Vice-President, RCSIA

This tour will focus on exploring the evolution of 
S.U.M.’s historic raceway system (an American Civil 
Engineering Landmark) and the two dams constructed 
above the Great Falls as part of the system. The tour will 
show the damage caused by Hurricane Irene and as well 
as the proposed future Levine Reservoir connection to 
the raceway. The tour will showcase a new walking trail 
that was installed during this year. 
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